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	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: The review board is in unanimous agreement that the GOES-17 ABI L1b data and CMI L2 product have reached beta maturity level. The Loop Heat Pipe (LHP) problem with the ABI has presented some challenges at certain times of day and year, so this will be an important consideration as we progress toward Provisional maturity. Some issues with the data that will be need to be either fixed or investigated before we reach Provisional include:- Co-Registration problems with bands 12-16. ADR 776 is addressing this.- A similar band 2 positive bias is thought to exist as is seen with GOES-16; recommend implementing a similar fix as will be done with GOES-16.- A PICA-like effect was noted, particularly during the anomalous warm-up and cool-down times- Striping exists in all 16 bands - it is thought that the VNIR striping can be fixed; the IR striping may be more difficult given the settings at which we're operating.- CWG requests that additional and corrected instrument engineering and calibration data be delivered regularly; this will great facilitate the provisional validation process and also help with downstream algorithm fixes- A series of PLPTs is planned; we recommend prioritizing them to stress the ones that will most affect downstream products, especially during the hot parts of the eveningThere are additional issues identified during the PS-PVR that should also be looked it. Prioritization is recommended. Items that look like need more study based on today's presentations are listed below.  Some could be misunderstood, but it would be good to know which could conceivably be affected in the next 3 months vs. needing longer baselines:1) FTE being affected by bearing and motor temperatures2) IR cal stability results at peak heating times3) VNIR Radiometric Gain offsets:  both vs. prelaunch (B2-5) and CWG vs. GS (B1 and B4) and the change of B4 w/time.  Would like to know more if these are seen in the lunar data, DCC data, Joel's field campaign, even ground station data.  Maybe it won't be fully ready at Provisional (esp. it it's during a short schedule), but the sooner the better.  Also, if there are suspicions that the K-coeff LUT needs to be updated, then let's experiment on the DE while we are in the part of the SCT cadence where they are being taken frequently.  (And it's another good reason to have the "switch" and Bring Your Own Gain (BYOG) processes in place).  4) det-det noise in GPA SCT vs. prelaunch and CWG (ADR752) for B3-6 (slide 59)5) Update of 3.9 um (B07) mirror emissivity coeff. (PICA)6) Any possible changes that may help improve NEdT during "good" part of day, or is it just thermal noise?7) RVS for B01 (and weaker for B02-B03) of 2-3% is rather obvious8) When will the INR Coeff will be completed?  That is, all the INR corrections derived from PLT--seems it will have to be after the eclipse season is over.  9) Ensure correction of B8-10 LUT issue (e.g., expanding the LUTs so we can get data products at higher temperatures) works as expected.
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